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Content of this Presentation
Integral Discussion

� Platforms e.g: “What is Enlightenment” magazine

� Topics e.g.: Evolutionary Spirituality 

Some Key Players 

� Ken Wilber: Integral Philosophy (IP)

� Don Beck: Spiral Dynamics (SD)

How useful IP and SD could be for the 
Aurobindonian Community & AV? 

Contributions of IY to this discussion?









WIE: Evolutionary Pioneers

Above (left to right): 
Teilhard de Chardin, Henri Bergson, G.W. Hegel, 
Immanuel Kant, Ralph Emerson, Sri Aurobindo, 

G.W. Leipniz     

Below (left to right): 
Ken Wilber, Rudolf Steiner, Jean Gebser, 

The Mother, Brian Swimme, Swami Vivekananda





Ken Wilber: Integral Vision 

� Neo-Perennial Philosophy

� Holism

� AQAL

� Expanded Science 

� Pre-Trans Fallacy

� Wilber/Combs-Matrix

� Integral Life Practice



Upper Left

Pronoun: I

Realm: Interior Individual; 

Intentional; Self & 

Consciousness

Lower Left

Pronoun: We

Realm: Interior Collective; 

Cultural & Worldview

Upper Right

Pronoun: It

Realm: Exterior Individual; 

Behavioral; Brain & Organism

Lower Right

Pronoun: Its

Realm: Exterior Collective; Social 

(systems) & Environment



Pre-/Trans-Fallacy -
Religion? Spirituality? 

Looks all the same from an 
agnostic view 



That`s why 
there are

possibly 
enlightened

fascists... 



Integral Transformative Practice 

� Cognitive, e.g. twice weekly    
creative writing 

� Psychodynamic, e.g. bi-weekly 
therapy & nightly dream journal

� Meditative/Contemplative, e.g. 20 
minutes of daily meditation 

� Kinesthetic, e g.  yoga &  weights 
and cardio 3x a week





Don Beck: Spiral Dynamics

1. Everyone is right. Each truth
is neither complete or totally 
false.

2. People and societies are    
always in flux.  

3. Beige through Green   
represent the First Tier.

4. Yellow, Turquoise and all  
other higher vMEMEs are 
Second Tier. 

5. The Spiral represents a  
holarchy, not a hierarchy. 

6. It is impossible to skip
stages. 

7. Nobody is totally evolved. 



Beige – Survivalist, 
dominated by nature, 
acting like other 

animals, resulting in 
loosely-formed clans, 
e.g. newborns, senile, 
the mentally ill, starving 

people. Represents 
about 0.1% of the world 
population and 0% of 

power.



Purple – Tribal, magical, 
close to the earth, resulting 
in tribal groupings, blood 
bonds, athletic/fraternity 
team bonding and rituals 

based on respect for elders, 
loyalty. Represents about 
10% of population and 1% 

of power. 



Red – Rugged authoritarianism, king 
of the hill, exploitation and 

suppression of the weak, assumption 
that people are bad, lazy and need to 
be controlled, resulting in feudal 

states, street gangs, heavy metal rock 
stars, rebellious youth. Represents 
20% of population and 5% of power.



Blue – Ideological loyalty, 
purpose and patriotism, mass 
conformity, self-sacrifice, 
resulting in pyramidal 
hierarchies, religious 

fundamentalism, strict but fair 
discipline, morally prescriptive 

management. Represents 40% of 
population and 30% of power. 



Orange – Entrepreneurial, 
autonomous, economically and 
scientifically oriented towards 
progress, discounts loyalty & 

inclusion in favor of cash/perks, 
rational, competitive, results in 
free market economy, multiparty 

democracy, consumerism, 
commercialization, conspicuous 
consumption, environmental and 
social decay. Represents 30% of 
population and 50% of power.



Green – Communitarian, 
sensitive, oriented towards 
personal growth, equality, 

diversity, ecological harmony, 
openness, trust, facilitation, 
inclusion, results in social 
justice and environmental 
regeneration and egalitarian 

hierarchies mired in stagnation 
and inefficiency. Represents   

10% of the population        
and 15% of the power. 



Yellow – Systemic, multilateral 
thinking, oriented towards 

learning, integration, valuing all 
contributions and talents, 
resulting in eco-industrial 

parks, systems reengineering. 
Represents 1% of the 

population and 5% of the 
power.



Turquoise – Holistic, focused on spiritual 
connectivity, resulting in meaningful work, balance 

of life’s forces, integration of feeling and 
knowledge, working on large scale problems 

without sacrificing individuality, represents 0.1% of 
population and 1% of power. 



Some points of applied Integral Philosophy / Spiral 
Dynamics 

Personal growth – cross-training can trigger a quantum shift in the 
consciousness of all individuals

Organizational development – can ensure more holistic strategic thinking; 
more comprehensive means of developing human resources; a solide
framework for management; a more robust and compelling for market 
segmenting and targeting; more integrally conceived products and services 
which meet more needs than the First Tier competition is capable of; all 
yielding more efficiency, market share and profits 

Government – provide a framework for the optimal administration of 
resources so as to not maximize one group’s well being; work towards a 
politics of peace

Communication – allow each sector of society a common framework for 
communicating and cooperating to achieve shared goals; the creation of a 
shared language for progress

Health – embracing all quadrants, such that wellness is measured and 
nurtured not just in terms of biophysical indicators and supported by only diet 
and exercise, but in terms of psychological health, social conditioning, 
economic and social class, institutional effectiveness and the interplay between 
them all



How can IP and SD be useful 
for IY and AV?

� IY+AV: Cultural & timebound deconstruction of the 
Integral Vision

� IY+AV: Integration of therapeutic support 

� IY+AV: Common meeting platform with other 
evolutionary groups  

� IY+AV: Better reference system for UN, media, 
mainstream 

� AV: Appropriate fostering of villagers 

� AV: Integration of intellectual & scientific discoveries 
(see AV Charter) 

� AV: Awareness of “Green Meme” features



What are IY´s contributions to an 

Integral Discussion & Practice?

� Psychic Being as axis of 
transformation

� Evolutionary Force - Mother

� The whole picture: More than just 
transformation of consciousness

� Applied model of an evolutionary 
Human Unity experiment 



Integral

World

Using 

Mother´s  

for
an

many 
seeds 


